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Despite the great potential of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
in catalysis, industrial applications are still scarce. This is mainly
due to a lack of performance when changing from idealized lab
conditions towards realistic conditions of the actual application.
In this work, we demonstrate the applicability and outstanding
catalytic performance of an alumina-supported [Pd(2-pymo)2]n

MOF catalyst in the selective hydrogenation of acetylene to

ethylene under industrial front-end conditions. It shows a
competitive performance to an industrial benchmark catalyst
and even exceeds it in terms of ethane selectivity due to the
combination of well-defined isolated Pd active sites and
synergies due to MOF-support-interactions. The high stability
was proven for up to 60 h time-on-stream and supported by
XPS and XRD structural analysis.

Introduction

Ethylene is one of the most important bulk platform chemicals
with an annual global production of 214 million tons in 2021.[1]

The industrially established primary production method is
steam cracking of hydrocarbon feedstock, followed by separa-
tion and purification.[2–3] In the C2 product stream after the de-
ethanizer column it is necessary to reduce the acetylene
content down to below 1 ppmv on the industrial scale by
selective hydrogenation to ethylene.[3–4] Such an acetylene
removal unit (ARU) can be integrated directly after the de-
ethanizer, where the C2-cut contains excess hydrogen and
methane (front-end) or after the subsequent de-methanizer
(tail-end).[2,5–6] Currently the tail-end process is more commonly
applied as reaction control is more convenient due to control of
the hydrogen/acetylene ratio. The high hydrogen fraction under
front-end conditions can decrease the ethylene selectivity and
increase the risk of hot spot formation or even reactor runaway
and thus, renders the process control more challenging.[2–3,5,7–11]

With a suitable catalyst and safe operations, the excess amount
of hydrogen in the front-end integration is advantageous
because then a higher conversion of acetylene as well as the
suppression of oligo- and polymeric by-products (“green oil”/

C4 + hydrocarbons) can be achieved.[2–3,5,7–11] Additionally, this
reduces catalyst deactivation and results in a longer catalyst
lifetime.[2–3,5,7–11] Furthermore, with the front-end method the
removal and subsequent addition of hydrogen becomes
obsolete because the hydrogen produced during steam crack-
ing is used within a more efficient process integration.[2,5,12] For
both process options the state-of-the-art catalysts are palla-
dium/silver nanoparticles supported on alumina pellets.[4,8]

However, due to the importance of the reaction, there has been
a lot of research with focus on enhancing catalytic properties
for palladium catalysts or even developing new catalysts.[2,4,11]

Here metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with their chemical
versatility, high surface area and pore size variability, offer the
possibility of directing selectivity and enhance the activity of
the selective acetylene hydrogenation.[13–15] Recent studies on
this reaction with specially designed MOFs for the separation of
acetylene[16–21] and MOFs as catalysts, e. g. with open FeIII sites,[22]

show promising results. Research on palladium catalysts
supported on MOF structures has also been in the focus with
Pd supported on MOF-5,[23] Pd/UiO-67,[24] Pd@Mil-53[25] or
Pd@ZIF-L.[26] To the best of our knowledge, no studies on
acetylene hydrogenation with favourable Pd2+ nodes as part of
a MOF itself have been reported, yet. [Pd(2-pymo)2]n (2-pymo =

2-pyrimidinolate) is the only currently known MOF using these
kind of nodes and was first reported by Navarro et al.[27] Its
catalytic performance has already been studied on the olefin
hydrogenation of 1-octene and cyclodecene,[28–30] the oxidation
of alcohols,[31–33] for the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction
of arenediazonium tetrafluoroborate salts with arylboronic
acids[34] and for phenylacetylene semi-hydrogenation in
water.[18] The reported data show promising results especially
for the selective catalytic hydrogenation but also the possibility
of the reduction of Pd2 + to Pd0 under reductive conditions,
resulting in the collapse of the structure.[28–29] In this work, we
explore the outstanding performance of the [Pd(2-pymo)2]n

MOF for the selective catalytic hydrogenation of acetylene
under industrially relevant reaction conditions. The advantages
of defined isolated palladium sites[35–37] in a metal-organic-
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framework structure are proven. Additionally, we demonstrate
how the stability and long-term catalytic performance can be

significantly increased by supporting of the MOF particles and
enabling a synergetic effect comparable to strong metal
support interactions.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis and characterization of parental material

The synthesis of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n was carried out according to
the previously reported route.[27–28] The resulting MOF occurs as
a fine yellow powder. The quality of the material was
characterized by N2 physisorption and structural confirmation
by XRD. From the measured isotherm (Figure 1) the BET specific
surface area was determined in the relative pressure region p/
p0 = 0.009–0.1 to be 600 m2 g� 1. Both the isotherm and the BET
specific surface area precisely match the ones reported in
literature[27] and thus, demonstrate a very robust and reprodu-
cible synthesis. The powder X-ray diffractogram (Figure 2)
indicates an exact match between the calculated and the
experimental patterns. Additionally, X-ray fluorescence meas-
urements (SI Table S2) prove the expected composition. SEM
and STEM images (Figure 3 and Figure S6) of the synthesized
[Pd(2-pymo)2]n show uniform shapes, sizes and morphology of
the particles.

Catalytic testing of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n in powder form

The as-synthesized [Pd(2-pymo)2]n powder was tested for its
catalytic performance in the selective hydrogenation of
acetylene under industrially relevant front-end conditions
(Scheme 1 and Table 1). The applied reactor setup for fixed-bed
catalyst testing under continuous gas feed conditions and
online product analysis was recently reported by Hock et al.[10–11]

For the experiments a typical feed composition of an acetylene
removal unit (ARU) according to Gislason et al.[38] consisting of
39.00 mol % ethylene, 35.24 mol % methane, 25.00 mol % hydro-
gen, 0.40 mol % acetylene, 0.33 mol % propane (internal
standard) and 250 ppm carbon monoxide was used (Ta-
ble 1 #1).

Figure 1. N2 physisorption isotherm of pristine [Pd(2-pymo)2]n at 77 K.

Figure 2. Powder X-ray diffractogram of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n: calculated pattern
(bottom) and [Pd(2-pymo)2]n as synthesized (top).

Figure 3. Electron microscopy of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n: A) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), B) Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM), C) STEM dark
field (DF). For different view and resolution see Figure S5.
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The experiments were carried out over a temperature range
from 30–90 °C, which represents the industrially relevant
range.[10] Starting at 30 °C in steps of 10 K, each temperature
was analyzed over the course of 70 minutes reaching steady-
state conditions. The temperature was then increased by steps
of 10 K at a rate of 1 K · min� 1 and the new conditions were
monitored. The resulting acetylene conversion, ethane selectiv-
ity and C4 selectivity of 250 mg [Pd(2-pymo)2]n as synthesized
are shown in Figure 4. The numerical measurement data
alongside the calculation and detailed information on 1
-butene, c-butene, t-butene and 1,3- butadiene formation is
shown in the SI.

An increasing activity with increasing temperature is
observed. At lower reaction temperatures the catalytic perform-
ance of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n in powder form is low, while at 70 °C
however an acetylene conversion of 19.3 % with a low ethane
make of 0.010 mol % and a total C4 selectivity of 8.4 % was
achieved. An increase of the reaction temperature to 90 °C
more than doubled the conversion to 43.8 % and decreased the

C4 selectivity down to 4.2 % due to the higher hydrogenation
activity. As expected, the ethane make increased to 0.055 mol %
due to a decreasing selectivity and over-hydrogenation. Overall,
performance data of MOFs for a direct comparison have not
been reported yet. A direct comparison with an industrial
catalyst[10] shows a similar catalytic performance. A detailed
analysis of the catalyst performance and properties (see XPS
data in Figure 10) shows that a quantity of the Pd2 + was
reduced to Pd0 during the catalytic testing especially at
elevated temperatures. N2 physisorption reveals a decreased
specific surface area. XRD analysis shows an amorphous
diffractogram and XRF confirms a loss in the ratio of organic
building blocks by evaluation of the Compton radiation. In
summary, the post-mortem analysis after catalytic testing of the
MOF powder shows signs of decomposition in the MOF
structure under the applied reaction conditions. Yet, based on
the very good initial catalytic performance further research
focused on the improvement of the stability. Due to the highly
exothermic nature of the acetylene hydrogenation reaction and
the known thermal vulnerability of MOFs, the next logical step
was the preparation and testing of supported [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/
Al2O3 catalysts in order to avoid hot spot formation by a high
dispersion and aim for a temperature-gradient free catalytic
performance.

Preparation and testing of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 catalysts

As suitable catalyst support alumina pellets were selected as
they are typically applied with eggshell-supported Pd/Ag nano-
particles as active outer layer. Thus, in this work various
methods for the immobilization of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n particles on
alumina pellets were tested initially as there is basically no
published knowledge on suitable binders for MOF particle
shaping. Finally, a successful immobilization was obtained using
minor amounts of methyl cellulose as binder (the detailed
procedure is described in the SI).[39] With this method uniform
[Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 catalyst pellets could be produced. The
catalytic performance of samples with a weight loading of
1.13 wt % and 1.48 wt % of MOF with regard to the alumina
support (weight of one Al2O3-pellet of 88.5 mg) are presented in
this work. The selection is based on an initial screening (not
shown) of four different loadings in the range of 0.2–1.8 wt %.
As expected, the lowest loading exhibited a significantly
reduced acetylene conversion. On the other hand, the highest
loading did not give a further improvement in acetylene
conversion which indicates the occurrence of mass transfer
effects under the condition of substrate limitation. The eggshell
catalyst pellets were tested in a modified laboratory plant
suitable for catalyst pellets aligned within four TEMKIN reactor
modules (Figure 5) as reported recently.[10]

For the catalytic testing the same program and temperature
ramp as for the previous powder experiments were used, but
this time 11 pellets of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 were tested using
the same feed composition #1 (Table 1). The results (Figure 6)
already show a high conversion of acetylene at lower temper-
atures with 82.8 % at 70 °C and reaching full conversion at 80 °C.

Scheme 1. Reaction scheme for the selective acetylene hydrogenation under
industrial front-end conditions.

Table 1. Feed composition of the reported experiments.

#1 #2
Feed composition according to Gislason et al.[38] Hock et al.[10]

C2H4 [mol %] 39.00 37.00
H2 [mol %] 25.00 35.56
CH4 [mol %] 35.24 26.86
C2H2 [mol %] 0.40 0.30
C3H8 [mol %] 0.33 0.25
CO [ppm] 250 350

Figure 4. Reaction data of 250 mg [Pd(2-pymo)2]n as synthesized measured
in a continuously operated fixed-bed reactor laboratory plant[11] using
feed #1 (Table 1) with a volume flow of 62.7 L · h� 1 (Table 1). The selectivity of
1-butene, c-butene, t-butene and 1,3- butadiene is summed up.
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Up to the full conversion the ethane make is low with
0.103 mol % at 70 °C but strongly increases at 80 °C to

0.947 mol %. A further increase of the reaction temperature to
90 °C leads to an ethane make of 3.331 mol %, at which point
more ethylene than acetylene is converted and indicates
runaway conditions. The total sum of the C4 selectivity amounts
up to 10.4 % at 70 °C and only 7.8 % at full conversion at 80 °C.
Especially at 70 °C the reported catalytic data of the [Pd(2-
pymo)2]n/Al2O3 catalyst is outstanding with very high and
selective conversion of acetylene.

In our previous work,[10] we reported the catalytic perform-
ance of 22 pellets of an industrial Pd� Ag/Al2O3 acetylene
hydrogenation catalyst. For an ideal comparison to the
industrial benchmark we therefore prepared 22 pellets of the
[Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 eggshell catalyst in the same cylindrical
modification and a weight loading of 1.48 wt % of MOF with
regard to the alumina support. These 22 catalyst pellets were
then measured under the same feed composition #2 (Table 1),
pressure, volume flow and in the same reactor setup as the
industrial benchmark in the previous work.[10–11] The comparison
(Figure 7) shows a similar behavior of the two catalysts at 90 °C,
with both at full conversion and an ethane make of 0.37 mol %.
But at 80 °C the ethane make of the [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3

catalyst is with 0.054 mol % significantly lower than the
industrial Pd� Ag/Al2O3 catalyst with 0.144 mol % under compa-
rable conversion. The ethane make of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3

catalyst at lower temperatures is also better than the industrial
benchmark but here the conversion of the industrial Pd� Ag/
Al2O3 catalyst excels that of the presented catalyst. Also, the
combined C4 selectivity of the industrial benchmark catalyst is
lower over the temperature program. Overall, the [Pd(2-
pymo)2]n/Al2O3 catalyst shows a very similar catalytic perform-
ance compared to the industrial benchmark catalyst. Moreover,
in its current form, a reduction of more than 62 % of ethane
make at 80 °C with only 5.4 % less acetylene conversion is
remarkable. This observation might indicate a pore size
selectivity of the MOF catalysts as acetylene (van der Waals
dimensions: 3.4 Å to 5.7 Å)[40] is slender than ethylene (van der
Waals dimensions: 4.3 Å to 4.8 Å)[40] with a [Pd(2-pymo)2]n-MOF
pore opening of 4.8 Å.[27]

Figure 5. From left to right: heating block for up to four reactor tubes;
detailed view of a reactor tube; closed TEMKIN module consisting of two half
shells; schematic display of a half shell with one place holder packed with
catalyst pellet and empty; photograph of prepared [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3

catalyst pellets fitted in the two TEMKIN modules.

Figure 6. Reaction performance of 11 pellets of prepared eggshell catalyst
with a weight loading of 1.13 wt % [Pd(2-pymo)2]n, tested under a volume
flow of 12.9 L · h� 1 of feed #1 (Table 1).

Figure 7. A) Comparison of the catalytic behavior of 22 pellets of the industrial catalyst (see previous work[10] Figure 4.b) and B) 22 pellets of the prepared egg-
shell catalyst with a weight loading of 1.48 wt % [Pd(2-pymo)2]n, both under the same reaction conditions and a volume flow of 62.7 L · h� 1 of feed #2 (Table 1).
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As a follow-up to the benchmark experiment a long-time
study of the catalyst performance at 70 °C under a volume flow
of 62.7 L · h� 1 of feed #2 (Table 1) was carried out. The acetylene
conversion, ethane make and the C4 selectivity were monitored
over the course of 50 h as shown in Figure 8. The detailed
formation of 1-butene, c-butene, t-butene and 1,3- butadiene
was also tracked (Figure S4). Over the total 50 h time-on-stream
the [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 eggshell catalyst showed a very stable
performance (Figure 8). The acetylene conversion dropped only
slightly from 47.5 % at the beginning to 44.9 % at the end. The
ethane make remained low, with only a slight increase from
0.008 mol % to 0.010 mol %. The most significant observation
was the reduction of the C4 selectivity from 18.7 % at the start
to 14.6 % at the end of the 50 h period. The detailed analysis of
the C4 species formation (Figure S4) revealed a reduction of 1-
butene, c-butene and t-butene selectivity over the course of the
experiment. Only the formation of 1,3-butadiene remained
rather constant. In summary, the catalytic performance of the

[Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 eggshell catalyst at a total time on stream
of 60 h remained competitive to the industrially applied bench-
mark catalyst.

Post mortem analysis of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 catalyst

A post mortem characterization of the catalyst pellets after the
benchmark experiment (Figure 7 B) and long time-on-stream
experiments (Figure 8) was carried out using XRD for the bulk
structure as well as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to
gain information on the oxidation state of the MOF-incorpo-
rated Pd. In Figure 9 a comparison between the calculated
[Pd(2-pymo)2]n XRD pattern, the pure measured Al2O3 support,
egg-shell [Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 as prepared and the egg-shell
[Pd(2-pymo)2]n/Al2O3 after 60 h time-on-stream is displayed.
Besides a minor loss in intensity, no changes of the X-ray
diffraction pattern of the pristine and the used egg-shell [Pd(2-
pymo)2]n catalyst could be observed.

Furthermore, the catalyst was analyzed by XPS as the Pd2 +

ions as nodes are necessary for the integrity of the metal-
organic-framework structure. The binding energies of the two
discernible spectra components in the Pd 3d detail spectra
(Figure 10) indicate palladium in the oxidation state 2 + /oxide
form and to a small extent in the metallic state.[41–42] It can be
concluded that for powders as well as pellets the 2 + oxidation
state is maintained after catalysis. The ratio Pd0/Pd2 + changed
from 0.13 in pristine to 0.29 after a total of 8 h time-on-stream
of the powder. In contrast, for the pellets, after several
experiments and a total time-on-stream of 60 h, the ratio
changed only slightly from 0.09 in pristine to 0.11.

The XRD and XPS post-mortem analysis in summary shows
a vast improvement in the durability of the eggshell catalysts
under reaction conditions. With [Pd(2-pymo)2]n immobilized on
Al2O3 pellets, the Pd2 + nodes, which are vital for the integrity of
the MOF structure, stay intact even after 60 h time-on-stream,
while as-synthesized powder [Pd(2-pymo)2]n showed an in-
crease of metallic Pd0 of 223 % after only 8 h time-on-stream.
Hence, a high dispersion of the supported MOF particles
stabilized by a binder enables a significant stabilization
regarding the reduction behavior and hence, drastically
improves the overall stability.

The nature of the actual active sites can be concluded from
the observed behavior and additional CO chemisorption data
(Table S3). It is obvious that upon reduction and nanoparticle
formation at higher temperatures the activity decreases as less
Pd is accessible due to a decreasing dispersion. This clearly
indicates active sites based on the MOF framework structure.
From the ideal MOF structure it is conceivable that the
tetrahedrally coordinated Pd2 + is coordinatively saturated and
sterically hindered and might, thus, not be an available active
site. However, structural defects in the microcrystalline MOF
and especially terminating Pd-ions at the crystallite edges and
the external surface area of the particle are very likely
coordinatively unsaturated and sterically accessible. CO chem-
isorption exhibits that 9.9 mol-% of the contained Pd is
available for CO adsorption. Hence, these sites are very likely

Figure 8. 22 pellets of prepared eggshell catalyst with a weight loading of
1.48 wt % [Pd(2-pymo)2]n, tested for 50 h at 70 °C under 62.7 L · h� 1 of feed #2
(Table 1).

Figure 9. X-ray diffraction pattern of the egg-shell [Pd(2-pymo)2]n before and
after catalysis with the calculated egg-shell [Pd(2-pymo)2]n and the measured
Al2O3 support as reference.
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also suitable hydrogenation sites of the MOF framework
structure. Overall, this demonstrates that a targeted defect/
surface engineering of such MOFs could be used to specifically
tune the catalytic performance as single atom catalysts.

Conclusion

In this work, the outstanding catalytic performance in the
selective hydrogenation of acetylene of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n MOF
under industrial front-end conditions was reported. The decom-
position of the MOF structure could be prevented by the
immobilization on Al2O3 pellets. Also, the preparation of [Pd(2-
pymo)2]n/Al2O3 eggshell catalysts vastly increased the catalytic
performance, which is comparable to an industrial benchmark
catalyst and even exceeds it in terms of ethane make. XPS and
XRD analysis revealed a high catalyst stability even after 60 h
time-on-stream at competitive performance. Based on the
experimental evidence the actual active sites are most likely
coordinatively unsaturated Pd ions of the framework structure
within defects and at the edges of the MOF crystallites and
particles. Overall, the great potential of MOFs as single site
catalysts is proven for this specific application and future work
should emphasize industrially relevant reaction conditions
especially taking into account stability and the performance for
longer times-on-stream.

Experimental Section

Materials

Hydrogen (H2, N5.0), a hydrogen/carbon monoxide mixture
(0.15 mol % of CO, N18; remainder H2, N3.0), methane (CH4, N2.5),

ethylene (C2H4, N3.5), an acetylene mixture (1.2 mol % of C2H2, N2.6;
1 mol % of C3H8, N2.5; remainder CH4, N2.5), and argon (Ar, N5.0)
were obtained from Air Liquide. Potassium tetrachloropalladate
(K2PdCl4, 98 %), 2-hydroxypyrimidine hydrochloride (C4H4N2O · HCl,
98 %), sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 98 %) and methylcellulose (CAS
9004-67-5) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Cylindrical Al2O3

pellets (4.5 mm × 4.5 mm) were obtained from ORI Catalyst Leuna
GmbH. All chemicals were used as received.

Synthesis of [Pd(2-pymo)2]n

The synthesis of the MOF [Pd(2-pymo)2]n was prepared according to
published procedure.[27–28] An aqueous solution of potassium
tetrachloropalladate (K2PdCl4, 7.7 mmol) was mixed with an
aqueous solution of 2-hydroxypyrimidine hydrochloride
(C4H4N2O · HCl, 15.4 mmol) and stirred for 4 h at room temperature.
The precipitate trans-[PdCl2(2-Hpymo)2] was filtered off, washed
and suspended in water. Afterwards, sodium hydroxide (NaOH,
7.7 mmol) was added and the suspension was refluxed for 48 h.
The filtered solid was dried under reduced atmosphere and thus
the MOF [Pd(2-pymo)2]n was obtained.

Preparation of egg-shell catalyst

For the support cylindrical α-Al2O3 pellets with a diameter of
4.5 mm and height of 4.5 mm were used. For the immobilization of
the active component on the support a dip-coating method was
used. Therefore, a stock solution consisting of methyl cellulose and
water in a ratio of 1 to 1000 was prepared. [Pd(2-pymo)2]n was
added to this stock solution in a ratio of 1 to 20 or 1 to 30. The
Al2O3 pellets were dipped in the resulting suspension and dried at
80 °C. The dip-coating and drying process was repeated three
times.

Selective hydrogenation of acetylene

The detailed experimental setup for the powder reactor was
published by Hock et al.[11] and the details of TEMKIN setup were

Figure 10. A) XPS detail spectra of palladium 3d pattern of the powdered [Pd(2-pymo)2]n in pristine state (bottom) and after 8 h time on stream (top) as well
as for B) egg-shell [Pd(2-pymo)2]n on Al2O3 support in pristine state (bottom) and after 60 h time on stream (top).
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shown by Hock et al.[43] The feed compositions specified in Table 1
manuscript were created by adding the gas mixtures listed in
MATERIALS over the mass flow controller network. The composition
of the outlet streams was continuously measured via gas
chromatography (Shimadzu GC 2010 Plus with RT-Alumina BOND/
MAPD column; 30 m; ID 0.53 mm; film thickness 10 μm; carrier gas
helium) every 11 minutes with an FID analyzer. Before each
experiment the exact feed composition was analyzed over a bypass
measurement for at least 60 minutes. In each experiment, the
temperatures 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 °C were measured for
70 minutes. In between, the temperature was ramped at
1 °C · min� 1.

X-Ray powder diffraction and energy dispersive X-ray
fluorescence

The X-ray powder diffraction data were obtained at room temper-
ature by using a Bruker D2 Phaser diffractometer. For the
destruction free analysis of the catalyst pellets a special sample
holder was designed and used.

For the XRF measurements a “Epsilon4” from PANalytical was used.

Physisorption

Nitrogen physisorption measurements were carried out with an
“Autosorb iQ” from Quantachrome Instruments. The pre-dried
samples were degassed under vacuum at 200 °C for 20 h. The BET
specific surface area was determined in the relative pressure region
p/p0 = 0.05–0.25.

Electron microscopy

SEM images were taken on a HREM XL 30 FEG from Philips with
10 keV and detection of the secondary electrons. For a sufficient
conductivity the samples were sputtered with gold with 30 mA for
120 s.

A scanning transmission electron microscope (ZEISS CrossBeam
350, EHT 30 kV) was used for characterization of the morphology of
the nanoparticles. The system has STEM-in-SEM capabilities, which
can provide bright field (BF), dark field (DF) as well as a high angle
annular dark field (HAADF) STEM imaging capability.

XPS

All experiments were performed in the DAISY-Bat vacuum-cluster
tool (Darmstadt Integrated System for Battery Research, ULVAC-PHI
VersaProbe II) with a base pressure in the analysis chamber below
5 · 10� 9 mbar. Monochromatized Al Kα radiation (1486.7 eV) was
provided by standard laboratory excitation sources set at 1.69 mA
and 15 kV with a spot size of 200 μm. The machine is periodically
calibrated for having a Fermi edge of a clean silver foil at 0 eV.
Powders were pressed into indium foil and pellets were cut and
scratched on the backside to obtain thin samples. Due to strong
charging effects, an electron flood gun was used in every measure-
ment.

All detail spectra were measured by applying a pass energy of
23.5 eV and a step size of 0.1 eV. The backgrounds of the acquired
spectra were subtracted using the Shirley method.[44] Ratio were
determined by fitting the peak areas of the 3d5/2 Peaks in CasaXPS
(version 2.3.25rev1.0P).[45] The areas were then corrected by a self-
measured transmission function, EAL (effective attenuation

length)[46] as well as Scofield magic angle corrected cross
sections.[44]

For fitting the Pd 3d peaks, the GL(30) line shape was used for the
oxide component and an asymmetric pseudo-Voigt function
referred to as LF(0.76,1.5,55,300) line shape was used for the
metallic component.[47] For both 3d3/2 peaks, an area constraint of
2/3 with respect to the 3d5/2 were used. An additional FWHM
constraint for the 3d3/2 metal peaks was used. A position constraint
for 3d3/2 of 5.3 eV was used additionally, which represents the
typical spin-orbit splitting energy for Pd metal as well as for the
oxides.[41–42]
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